
Center for Wildlife Intern Housing Guidelines and Checklist 

Objective of visit:  Find a proper match between intern and host, ensure safety and health of intern, set up very clear 

expectations for host about housing their intern, make sure host is comfortable about housing and their dates, be able 

to describe home and amenities to intern.    

What you hope to gain from visit:  

● Is home clean? 

● Is the area for intern private? 

● Do they have pets/ any other possible allergens?  

● Do they have children?  

● What is their lifestyle (ie: home a lot, working a lot, social)?  This helps to match interns with hosts- typically 

match more unsure younger students with social families that are home a lot, older independent interns with 

families that work a lot.   

● What are their set dates for hosting, and would they expect intern to do any house-sitting? 

● Any family visits or summer parties/ bbq’s planned? 

● Meal situation- intend to include intern or should they plan on cooking around family’s schedule? 

● Educate the host about intern hours, CFW’s expectations of interns and duties, that they are responsible for 

transportation and food, including an intern in eating is up to them.  This often alleviates any fears about college 

students. 

● What is the yard/ property like?  Any extra amenities? Ie: pool, trails, etc.  Incentives can be helpful for highly 

qualified applicants! 

● What is the laundry/ shower situation? 

● What are the intern host’s concerns? 

● Have they ever hosted a student before? 

● What is their relation to CFW?  This helps to assure interns that the donor is connected to Center for Wildlife and 

they are in a safe environment.  

● Wireless internet?  Television at all? Many hosts have WIFI but no cable, important to set that clear expectation 

with the intern.    

 

Great to begin with a tour, check out the intern’s living space, and then sit down for questions and answers with host.   

 

Tour 

⎯  Is home clean and safe? 

⎯  Is the intern living area private?  Access to bathroom private? 

⎯  What other amenities are there in the home and yard? 

⎯  Access to laundry? 

⎯  Wireless?  Place for intern’s laptop or computer? 

⎯  Any pets? 

⎯  Kitchen/ Dining area set up?  Television/ cable? 

⎯  Would intern have section of family refrigerator?  His/her own? 



 

                                                                  Q & A 

⎯  Explain that you would like to sit down and explain the internship a little better, and discuss the 

logistics of the housing so that expectations are clear on both ends- give a copy of the current 

intern application and a brief description of the intern’s role in the clinic this season (providing 

supportive care to patients- freeing up Wildlife Specialists to perform exams, etc. and that they 

receive extensive workshops and trainings).   

 

⎯  We expect interns to provide their own food but often host families ask interns to join for 

dinner.  Is this something you would do? 

 

⎯  Do the dates work for you?   

 

⎯  Any dates you expect to be away or have family visiting that we should prepare the intern for? 

 

⎯  If yes- would you want your intern to house-sit during that time? 

 

⎯  Explain that although generally our interns are conscientious, they can still expect an increase in 

electricity and water when housing their intern- and that we of course are happy to give records 

of donations including this increase.  Ask them to keep track of additional utility costs or 

provide an estimation for rent at the end of the intern’s stay. 

 

⎯  If you are unclear from initial correspondence, ask how and when they became involved in 

Center for Wildlife? 

 

⎯  Have you ever hosted a student before?  Re-iterate that host families always give very positive 

reviews and fall in love with their students! 

 

⎯  Do you have any questions or concerns for us? 

 

⎯  Are you interested in receiving a record of donation at the end of the hosting period for tax 

purposes?  If yes, encourage them to keep an estimate of percentage of rent/mortgage, and 

utilities used by the intern.  We can submit their record of donation at the end of the intern’s 

stay.   

 

⎯  Can you provide two character references? Ask for names and phone numbers or e-mail 

addresses. 

 

If there are no other questions or concerns, thank the family and remind them that their hosting is allowing us to 

continue our work with an increasing amount of admissions and no state or federal funding.  The next step if 

they have confirmed housing and dates is to match an intern with them, and send the intern’s information 

(major, age, location).  Ask if it is okay to share their information with the intern, and put the intern in touch 

with them.  Any logistics like arrival, where to store food, park, etc should be worked out with the intern and 

host family before they arrive.  We can help facilitate their getting in touch with each other, but not with those 

details.  After they are introduced our job is done  Let the family know that we are available for any feedback, 

and that we love hearing it: positive or negative!   


